




The (Long-Running) Path Unwinding: How Directors and Choreographers Maintain Long-running Musicals on Broadway and Beyond

“The musical seems as washed out as an old Polaroid snapshot that has blanched with age,” Peter Marks wrote in his review of the Broadway company of Les Misérables in 1996, following the announcement that a dozen cast members would be replaced (“Act IV”). Co-director John Caird had visited the nearly decade-old production with producer Cameron Mackintosh and they deemed it in need of rejuvenation. New York Times critic Marks concurred, observing in his review, “The show is a wan, labored imitation of the landmark musical of a decade ago, an oddly static production drained of passion and emotional sweep” (Marks, “Act IV”). A sense of urgency was missing, and Marks placed the blame not on the performers giving bland performances, but on “the production team responsible for insuring that the show...remains close to what it once had been.” He wondered if keeping a long-running musical close to its opening night standard was an impossible task, or if megamusicals like Les Misérables faded away rather than died. 
	For Cornelius Baltus, the current resident director on the London production of Disney's The Lion King (a sixteen year-old production), keeping long-running musicals fresh and engaging for new audiences is no impossible task, but rather his full-time job, and has been for nearly two decades. “A resident director puts on a spectacle that is created already and the main task is to keep it in the same shape, as if it has been just yesterday a premiere,” Baltus explains. Marc Bruni, an experienced assistant and associate director, now helming Beautiful: The Carole King Musical, echoes Baltus and says one of the main challenges in directing a long-running musical is, “[m]aintaining energy and the illusion of the first time” (Bruni). Twenty-nine years after the first production of The Phantom of the Opera opened in London, a 2015 performance of the current German production in Hamburg  (in the second year of the revival's run), had such energy and excitement that it seemed as though the international mix of performers were unaware the musical had ever been performed before. The performances, some by understudies, were so thrilling it might well have been an opening night. While Stacy Wolf recalls a “curiously unambitious and passive” Christine Daaé, “mostly in a daze” on Broadway and on tour, in Hamburg, Lauri Brons' Christine had a backbone, was spirited and manipulative, and drove the musical's narrative (153). The Hamburg resident director, Marcel Meyer-Landgrebe, and those supporting other companies of Phantom, adhere to original Phantom director Harold Prince's direction, Prince explains, “but should also pay attention to the strengths and weaknesses of their actors” (qtd. in Flint).​[1]​ 
	Wicked's director, Joe Mantello, similarly discusses his desire to react to new companies and performers in the musical, even years after he directed the original Broadway cast: “What we try to do is instil this sense of ownership to every company, that it's not a replication but that there's a form there...within that we really want it to be infused with their own personalities, their own sense of humor” (“Wicked”). Indeed when Peter Marks re-evaluated Cats, Miss Saigon and Phantom, following his return visit to Les Misérables, it was specific performers he singled-out wondering, “[w]hether someone has been cracking the whip, or the shows are simply more attentively cast” (“5,001”). Prince, Mantello and Marks recognize the variations different performers bring, and the range of work achieved by the production supervisors, associate and resident directors leading and supporting performers in these long-running musicals. 
	Theatre scholar Dan Rebellato takes a different view of shows such as Phantom, focusing on the long-running megamusical as a dehumanizing machine in which “directors...use little of their training or experience, as they are merely supervising the reconstruction of a show that already exists” (Theatre and Globalization 44). Jonathan Burston, another widely cited expert on the circulation of megamusicals, recounts how “globe-trotting artistic staff  ‘directed’ performers on matters pertaining to blocking, gesture and interpretation with new and profoundly alienating levels of precision” (162). Suggesting directors of new companies of long-running musicals are not using their skills unfairly reduces the talent, labor and experience of many of the diverse directors who maintain hit musicals year after year. Baltus and Bruni's reflections on their leadership positions, and the high energy of the German Phantom, illustrate the potential for musicals to engage audiences decades beyond an originating cast's opening night. This article draws on conversations with Baltus and Bruni to explore the work of resident directors and offer a more nuanced understanding of the on-going life of long-running musicals beyond their original productions. Their approaches to re-creating and sustaining musical theatre staging, and examples from other long-running musicals, will help to establish that although the resident director maintains another director's original work, he or she must deploy a diverse range of tools and strategies, combining creativity with personnel management, to offer audiences around the world an opening night experience, again and again.  

Archiving a repertoire of musical theatre directing
	While Miranda Lundskaer-Nielsen has considered some directors of long-running musicals in her study, Directors and the New Musical Drama, and Jessica Sternfeld has explored the music and visual spectacle defining megamusicals in her monograph, The Megamusical, neither scholars nor critics have taken into account what these long-runs have created, namely a repertoire of musical theatre directing. Cameron Mackintosh and Disney regularly celebrate achievements in the length of the runs of their multiple musicals and multiple productions. Yet despite such persistence, and distribution, scholars have primarily been concerned with the visual spectacle of long-running musicals, and their marketing-driven success as global commodities. Former Broadway performer Susan Russell analyzed her own experience in the ensemble of The Phantom of the Opera in a 2007 article on musicals as “simulations of live theatre,” which has been frequently cited by scholars as the chief source on the mechanics of long-running musicals (97).​[2]​ Russell reports: “[W]hen it comes to replicating the performances of human beings, a technique, a methodology, and a system of checks and balances must be put in place to control a live actor.” Similar systems, she writes, “are found in every corporate theatre production on Broadway” (101).
	Scholars have accepted Russell's narrative as a blanket statement on the day-to-day running of these musicals. Wolf writes in response, “Generations later, actors have no knowledge of the original purpose of or motivation for blocking choices, pieces of stage business, or singing style” (158). Such a disconnect has not, however, been the rule. In discussing Phantom's associate director, Arthur Masella, Harold Prince explains, “We think almost like one and the same person” (qtd. in Flint).​[3]​ More than traffic-directing the umpteenth cast through blocking and cues, the resident or associate director must connect the latest performers to the impulses and intentions that first developed a given musical. He or she must become an archive of a repertoire of musical theatre directing. In sustaining the work of Prince, Julie Taymor, Nicholas Hytner or Trevor Nunn, they learn first hand, from the inside of the original staging, consequently maintaining a repertoire of musical theatre directing. “We learn and transmit knowledge through embodied action, through cultural agency, and by making choices,” Diana Taylor urges in her seminal work, The Archive and the Repertoire. “Performance, for me, functions as an episteme, a way of knowing, not simply an object of analysis,” Taylor explains (xvi). One of the most prolific repertoires of musical theatre directing has not only not been analyzed, but has not been sufficiently acknowledged as the repository of practical musical theatre knowledge it is. 
	“How does an established theatre career underline the success of a megaproduction, if at all,” Susan Bennett asks in her discussion of tourism and commercial theatre. “And how does working in one of these shows underwrite and sustain the pursuit of a theatre career?” (427). Bennett's important questions might be answered through a closer look at the resident and associate directors' relationships with the established theatre directors mentioned above. The strength of the original staging helps make long runs possible, and the salaries the established directors receive may subsidize less lucrative theatre work in future. The residents and associates who continue to transmit the original staging also have established careers that qualify them to sustain these productions. The knowledge and stability that working on long-runs offers them can lead to further professional opportunities. “I do see Roman Polanski as my mentor and Julie Taymor as an inspiration,” Baltus explains. He credits them for lessons in timing and precision, as well as allowing him to bring in his own ideas and observations. After years of maintaining Polanski's original staging as both associate and resident director, Baltus directed his own, new Vienna version of Dance of the Vampires. Setting a new production of that musical in Russia prompted an invitation to adapt and direct an operetta at the St. Petersburg Theatre of Musical Comedy, where the tables are now turned and Alla Semak works as an associate director, maintaining Baltus' production of Hollywood Diva.​[4]​
	
Assistant? Associate? Resident Director?: Who Does What on Long-Running Musicals
	“A performance gets set and usually has to be repeated – and repeated as well and accurately as possible,” director Peter Brook (himself a director of Broadway musicals) noted. “But from the day it is set something invisible is beginning to die,” Brook suggested, proposing five years as the longest period a piece of staging could survive changing styles and outside influences on actors (18). To stave off the dying Brook identifies and to achieve accuracy, long-running musicals, whether on Broadway, in London's West End or around the world, depend on staff such as Bruni and Baltus to maintain performances year after year. As Bruni explains, “They are really in the trenches doing the day to day work and their work is critical to the longevity of a show” (Bruni). Broadway director-choreographer Kathleen Marshall confirms, “You have to have a good team in place...it's a hard thing on Broadway to keep a long running show going” (qtd. in Cramer 134). Musicals typically have dance captains who maintain the work of a choreographer and may also perform in the production. They have often worked as an assistant to the choreographer, noting the choreography for a given musical, but also become a living archive, embodying the choreographer's style. Veteran Broadway performer Gemze de Lappe is a well-known re-creator of Agnes De Mille's iconic choreography, setting it for regional and international productions well into her nineties. Director Gary Griffin worked with her in 2013 at the Lyric Opera of Chicago, to recreate Oklahoma! and considered de Lappe “a link to the original intent of the production” (Rousseau). Likewise, Gwen Verdon toiled not only as a star in Bob Fosse musicals, but also helped to maintain his work on Broadway and on national tours.  
	When a national tour or new sit-down company is formed, the original director of a musical may be in charge of staging the production, but this can also be delegated to an associate director, who may already be overseeing other productions of the same musical. The associate director will have learned the production from the original director, noting what is shifting in energy as well as the original intention of the show (DiPietropolo). Bruni says there is a great deal of communication; as an associate director on long-running musicals he was in constant contact with the original director and now with the tables turned, he is in close communication with his associate director on Beautiful. Setting up new casts in the London production of Legally Blonde, Bruni recalls working with the local resident director and says, “the goal is to pass on as much of the original information about why the choices were made the way they were and make the actors feel comfortable and confident in their performances” (Bruni). As a resident director observing the setup of the new company or a new cast by the associate, Baltus says, “you can hear and listen to the depth of the storyline.” The resident then takes on the responsibility of maintaining the run, communicating regularly with the associate or original director, including during regular checkup visits. Baltus welcomes such on-going engagement with associate directors. “[B]eing so strongly involved in a show, of course you get a bit blind sometimes and it's nice when somebody from outside comes in and says 'Oh, why is this happening?' or 'Why do we not see that anymore?' or “Have you thought of?' and that's just really great. And you get an inspiration and you continue” (Baltus). Just as performers feed off of each other's energy and offerings on stage, so too do the directors who keep long-running musicals running. Bruni adds that along with participating in casting replacements, a resident will “watch and note the show with an eye towards keeping it fresh and vibrant” (Bruni). If a long-running production participates in a press event, the associate director or resident might be called upon to package a performance excerpt, making decisions regarding what will be performed, adjusting it as needed and preparing the cast.  

It's in the details: Maintaining long-running musicals via directors and bibles
	In his discussion of long-running megamusicals in the context of globalization, Rebellato describes the impact of producer Cameron Mackintosh on British theatre in the 1970s, and his desire for audiences everywhere, whether seeing a regional tour or the London company, to “have the same high-quality experience as first audiences did” (Theatre and Globalization 41). Rebellato likens this approach to franchises producing standardized McDonald's hamburgers, and calls these musicals “McTheatre” (“Playwriting” 99–100). While Mackintosh may have been raising the standard for touring productions in Britain, Michael Bennett and Bob Avian implemented changes in the United States in the 1970s, following the unprecedented success of A Chorus Line. National tours in the US traditionally cut down the physical production of musicals for ease of transportation and to make a show accessible to different shaped theatres, but as Bennett lamented in a 1977 interview, “It’s always bothered us terribly when we’ve worked on road shows and we look up at the stage and we’re missing things[,] and we know that these people are seeing less than we wanted, or than we once had” (Bennett and Avian). As a result of A Chorus Line's profile and success, “What you see in New York is exactly what you see when you see it anywhere else because we are co-producers and we demand the standard of the show because the show is about Broadway,” Bennett explained. In practice, this means, “Our touring company has two sets.  One set goes ahead of the other and is set up before the cast arrives...And that is a very expensive proposition to fulfil,” Avian noted. 
	Achieving such exacting standards requires experienced staff like Bruni and Baltus. Bruni assisted Broadway directors such as Jerry Zaks and worked as an associate for more than a decade on musicals such as Legally Blonde, Anything Goes and Nice Work if You Can Get It. Originally from the Netherlands, Baltus performed in musicals throughout Europe. In 1996 he was cast as a swing in the Steven Pimlott staging of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat in Essen, Germany. When the production's resident director left, Baltus was asked what the company needed. “Out of my intuition I said, 'Maybe somebody who is watching and telling the people what to do and especially what they should not do, because that's always the problem.” The creative team asked Baltus to do just that, and he was catapulted from the ensemble to resident director. He stayed in that position for four and a half years, and credits his multi-disciplinary background with helping him to succeed. “I danced, I sang, myself…and now it's great because now my eye is not only touching a singer or an actor or a dancer but the whole picture,” Baltus explains. 
	All of the theatre professionals who discussed their work for this article noted how important it is for a resident director or choreographer maintaining another practitioner's work to pay attention to detail. Baltus emphasizes the need to make a “bible” for each new project in order to document and track detail. “You really make a staging book, an act one and an act two staging book, with everything the original director has said” (Baltus). A former member of the Broadway company of The Phantom of the Opera, and now musical theatre scholar, Russell discusses a show bible more critically, as a source of control rather than of detail or inspiration: “The document, referred to as ‘The Bible’, contains the original staging of Phantom, as well as notes about the original performances. The Bible is present at every rehearsal, and its writings reinforce specific images. These images include facial expressions, vocal inflections, physical bodies, gestures, and choices of movement” (Russell 100).

Standardized commodities, or leaving room for actors to play?
	Russell's experience of enforced replication is in line with what British actor Henry Goodman experienced when he became the first replacement to play Max Bialystock in The Producers on Broadway, taking over in 2002 from Nathan Lane, who originated the role. Goodman, perhaps ironically, sought to channel the screen performance of Zero Mostel, who created Max in the original film of The Producers, from which the musical was adapted. “I just wanted the freedom to deepen my character, make him darker, more like Zero Mostel” (qtd. in Gans). Fired after nearly a month of performances, Goodman spoke to the press about feeling like a commodity and suggested the producers of the musical simply wanted a clone of Lane. The assistant directors putting Goodman into the company were not seeking his alternative characterization but instead focused on having him repeat timing, blocking and characterization (Riedel, “Fired Actor”). 	
	Antoinette DiPietropolo has fulfilled a range of director and choreographer positions on regional productions and national tours and explains that the resident director or choreographer's job is “to maintain the integrity of the original material and intentions that were expressed from the original director/choreographer” (DiPietropolo). Susan Stroman's staff were doing just that, and while she went on the record, calling Goodman “a wonderful actor,” Stroman also explained that “the producers have decided to pursue a different quality for the role” (qtd. in Pacheco). Understudy Brad Oscar was ultimately promoted to the leading role, having “received favorable notice from occasional reviews” (Pacheco). His humorous portrayal (according to the press) and Goodman's darker approach illustrate the spectrum of performance possibilities within a long-running show, they also reveal the complexities of maintaining these musicals (Pacheco; Riedel, “Big”; Hofler). Oscar's casting was seen by many as an “attempt to protect the show's franchise,” through consistency rather than variation – a priority for producers wishing to maintain the production's more than $1 million weekly gross (Pacheco). 
	While critics of megamusicals emphasize their industrial nature and the perceived standardization, Baltus notes how actors also approach their work with a similar attitude, finding motivation in the paychecks they earn and the ability to support a family thanks to the stability. “It's business. There is some show in it, but there is a lot of business in it” (Baltus). Delivering the same level and intensity of shows eight times a week makes it an industrial form, he says. “If you've given everything in the first show, and then you have to repeat it again? That's rough!” Like any unsatisfied customer, musical theatre audiences do not hesitate to provide feedback, which resident directors must address. E-mails about performers' enunciation of lyrics or amplification get discussed. “They [Disney] would not invest in me if they did not think I could do something with the product,” Baltus observes, and he calls such quality control a good thing. 
	Like Rebellato and Russell, Millie Taylor and Dominic Symonds, in their handbook for students, Studying Musical Theatre: Theory and Practice, credit the producers and management of megamusical productions with maintaining standardization. “The down-side of this process, as we've seen with workers in other industries, is to alienate them from creativity,” Taylor and Symonds suggest. “In the main, and especially as the complexity of moving scenery has been computerized, performers in large-scale spectacles have increasingly become cogs in the wheel; if they stand in the wrong place they are in danger of being hit by the moving flats” Taylor and Symonds continue (106-107). Though this approach may be practiced by some production staff, other actors and directors have had different experiences in long-running musicals. While Bruni has not worked on the most visually spectacular megamusicals, the long-running musicals he has supported have all featured complex scenery and computerization. He acknowledges that, “[B]ecause the lighting cues, automation, etc. are all set, there are certainly parameters you need to work within.” Dancers sometimes find this easier because they are accustomed to being told “this is what it is,” he says, whereas “actors sometimes like to find their way and can be more resistant to a fixed structure” (Bruni). 
	One of the challenges for Bruni as an associate director has been “dealing with an actor who wants to reinvent the wheel more significantly than the production will allow...I've found, though, that with a good show, actors thrive within the structure and enjoy getting to find their own moments within the guidelines” (Bruni). At a roundtable discussion on musical theatre acting, British actor Miriam Margolyes discussed playing Madame Morrible in the London company of Wicked. Carole Shelley had created the role on Broadway and while Margolyes replicated her blocking patterns in London, she nevertheless made choices as an actor, deciding that Morrible fancied the Wizard, and pursuing that overall goal of a romantic relationship in every scene (Margolyes et al.). Simon Russell Beale participated in the same discussion and characterized taking on the role of King Arthur in Spamalot, created by Tim Curry on Broadway, as a pleasurable experience, almost a vacation, with much less pressure than originating a role. Like Margolyes, he recalled being directed to hit specific marks in keeping with automated set and lighting cues. “I used to think that the key to Arthur was the fact that deep down he knew he didn't have a horse,” Russell Beale confessed (qtd. in Wieg). He found the impulse for his performance in Arthur's fear that someone would tell him his horse, famously suggested by banging coconuts, was not real (Margolyes et al.). Though hitting the marks imposed by a large-scale, long-running musical, Russell Beale still developed his own character, illustrating the range of experiences actors can have working with the directors maintaining these productions.

Eight live shows a week 
	Recognizing the strong audience responses to megamusicals in global production sites, and the fandom for particular performers, David Savran questions Rebellato's comparisons to standardized fast food, pointing out, “A musical is not, after all, a hamburger, and consumers develop a much more active and complex relationship with a two-and-a-half-hour musical spectacle than with a Big Mac. The laboring bodies onstage produce not a thing to be ingested but an experience as elusive and polyvalent as it is ephemeral” (334). Audiences desire a different experience, but of the same performance, Philip Auslander notes, and “the ostensible evanescence and nonrepeatability of the live experience ironically become selling points to promote a product that must be fundamentally the same in each of its instantiations” (52). As this article has tried to establish, it is the careful, sophisticated labor of the resident directors supporting these performers that continuously offers audiences an energized and engaging live experience of the same musical. That it is ephemeral makes these directors' work even more important. 
	Baltus calls the performers envelopes, explaining, “you get an envelope with a person in it, who is cast by the original director or the associate director...And so sometimes you get an envelope and you have to make – out of this person you don't know – you have to make a performer.” Working with actors he or she may not have cast to develop coherent performances from an entire company, the resident director needs diplomacy, social skills, and psychological skills, Baltus and Bruni stress. Kathleen Marshall does not envy the staff who put replacements into an existing company. She emphasizes the need for performers “to see themselves in the mirror again, that's what makes them feel like a company,” so beyond giving notes, she will get back in the studio with the company of a long running show (qtd. in Cramer 135). Reflecting on the replacement casts he has directed, Bruni insists, “I don't ever want anyone to feel like they are being slotted into a machine, so it's important that they have a process to find their way in” (Bruni). Director-choreographer DiPietropolo has been part of such a process, as an associate and dance captain on national tours of musicals such as Annie and Ragtime. She explains, “When I was working with Martin Charnin or Liza Gennaro, they understand that you don't put the people in the mold, you use their qualities to interpret the intentions behind the piece” (DiPietropolo). 
	Baltus points out that his approach to working with actors is universal, and that he has set musicals with Americans, Russians, Dutch, South Africans, Brazilians, Asians, stating, “you have to deal with the world....Every human being is the same, you have to deal with their insecurities, everybody has the same fights in life.” In the cast of The Lion King he directs highly trained performers and untrained, natural talents. The raw talent often comes with fewer insecurities, much like the children Baltus has worked with in Joseph and The Lion King. “If they would be aware of what they had to do, really aware, they probably couldn't do it anymore” (Baltus). Guiding children in a playful way is his strategy for achieving their best performances, without telling the boy playing Simba that he is the lead of the musical's first act. The Lion King is an intense drama, telling the story of the prodigal son, a story to which audiences can connect, but only if, every day, it is performed with the same intensity. “And that's a challenge for me, to watch out that the actors are not flattening out, blubbering their lines, and that they play with each other and are aware of each other” Baltus admits. “You have to create a lot of awareness. I always say don't perform in your own bubble; you're on-stage with people, wake up. When you play with a cover, he or she will do it differently; be open, be ready, grab that energy” (Baltus). 
	
Different city, different company, different energy
	In Germany, Baltus was assigned to make The Lion King a more authentic show, given its South African inspiration. Based in a contemporary theatre on the Elbe river in Hamburg, he worked to increase the number of South Africans in the company. Sitting in a Covent Garden coffee shop around the corner from The Lion King's home at the historic Lyceum Theatre, he observes that in London, “it's a global story...which is a bit different than in Hamburg.” Baltus enjoys the diversity of the company, which he sees as a reflection of the multicultural city. Marshall has also noted differences, between London and New York performers:
London is a smaller pool of people to pick from. There are some wonderful dancers and incredible people. But I found, especially when we did Kiss Me, Kate, that we had to really pull it out of the dancers. It was very athletic and grounded style of choreography. At that time in London, the jazz was much more lifted and cool. It was huge effort to get people to bend their knees and really get into the floor. (qtd. in Cramer 135) 

	Though directors like Baltus and Marshall experience differences between casting pools, sites of performance and audience demographics, do these ultimately influence the company of a musical, in one city versus another? Bruni highlights the simple fact of a different group of performers, and suggests that “Even with so many of the same elements, people are not robots and so the energy of a new company always has its own character.” Indeed, the ensemble of Bruni's London company of Beautiful features performers with noticeably different body types and dance technique than their Broadway counterparts. Josh Prince's choreography, consequently, looks different, as the dancers' lines, speed and energy culminate in different performances. Upon arriving in London in 2015, Baltus went to visit “the neighbors,” the other musicals running in the West End, “just to see what's going on, and then to see, where is The Lion King?” Just as he asks his performers not to work in a bubble and to engage with each other, Baltus recognizes that The Lion King does not run year after year in isolation, but rather in the company of other productions, productions that may affect the industry, audiences, and, The Lion King. 
	Musical theatre scholar Bruce Kirle suggests, “As of now MacIntosh’s [sic] musicals are regarded as universal, but universality is mythical and consequently has a pitifully short life.  Text and performance are products of given cultural moments; when those moments change, what seems closed magically opens” (10). Along with the potential impact of changing cultural moments outside the theatre, every show has its own culture. Bruni explains: “How much freedom actors are given and how they find their way into a performance can vary. With the best stage managers, residents, and associates, actors can feel protected and confident in their performances and understand why they are being asked to do something a certain way.” Multiple productions of musicals are made possible in part by original direction that holds up with the passage of time and that engages a range of audiences, but skillful directors are also needed to continue connecting performers to those creative impulses that first suggested a musical might be worthy of an extended run and multiple, large audiences. While the global circulation of large-scale musicals is necessarily industrial, with design elements reproduced and original staging maintained through blocking and technical cues, the liveness of theatre and the individuality of performers means variations will occur. Offering audiences exciting musical theatre experiences, whether at the original production or the latest in a string of international productions, is not achieved solely with crashing chandeliers, flying helicopters or exotic animal puppets. Crucially, it is the result of the support and leadership provided by skilled dance captains, associate and resident directors who make eight energetic shows a week possible, year after year.
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^2	 	See Wolf (2011), Burston (2009), Rebellato (2009), Taylor and Symonds (2014).
^3	 	Author's translation.
^4	 	Hollywood Diva is adapted from Ralph Benatzky's 1936 musical comedy Axel an der Himmelstür (Axel at Heaven's Gate)
